
How to feel worthy of success
Do you feel worthy of success?

This is a big question. Most of the time, if you don't feel that you are worthy to earn
success, you never will actually earn it. If, by some fluke, you do actually gain some sort
of success, you're likely to undermine yourself, until that success flees.

How do you gain gut feeling that you are personally worthy of the success you seek?

Motivational speakers' claims aside, I don't think there is one actual formula that will
work for all people. Each of us is an individual, so complicated, so interesting, and so full
of the experiences of the past, that we are hard to figure out.

Each of us is a microcosm of society...our own little twisted mix of dreams, desires, and
those memories of being the last person picked for softball.

For some of us, we think we are worthy of whatever success we drum up in life. For
many, many others, we tend to think that the lot we have attained in life is all we are
worth.

Why is it, do you suppose, that we tend to shortchange ourselves?

I would venture a guess that at least part of it is deeply rooted in our childhood -- the
things we were told by our parents; the way we were treated by our friends; whether we
were successful in that attempt at a first kiss, or whether we were spurned; whether we
got encouraged by those we loved, or discouraged by the same people.

Certainly, part of it is rooted in our early school years: the subjects we studied, the
feedback we gained, the friendships we made. We are likely driven as much by the
memories of the valentine we didn't get, as we are by the job that we did.

It seems strange to look at the past as the source of the challenges we seek today, so
many years later, but for many of us it's true.

I was talking with my mother-in-law a while ago. Unlike my first mother-in-law, my
current one is a source of wisdom. Unlike the first one, she seems to actually like me.
Anyway, I was talking with her about her early marriage. She and her husband bought
and sold real estate, sold insurance, and basically did a number of things that helped to
make their later lives better.  I asked her about how they looked at life.

"We thought we were as good as anybody else," she said.
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Therein lies the key.

It really doesn't matter how we got to where we are. Some psychologists will have you
crawl around on your hands and knees, pretending to be a child. Others have primal
scream therapy, or endless hours of couch time, where you stare at your navel, and tell
the shrink how much you hated your father and mother. Aside from helping the shrink
make his or her Porsche payments, they are, for many people, of dubious value.

What matters is that you decide, where you are right now, that you're as good as anybody
else. Anything they can do, you can do, with the same education and work. You are
capable of becoming whatever you want to be, no matter whether you were chosen first
or last, (or never) for softball in third grade.

For some idiotic reason, we tend to allow our past life to dictate our future. We tend to
think that the past determines the future, when nothing could be further from the truth.
The mere fact that we have always taken certain roads in our life does not preclude us
from taking other roads in the future.

My mother-in-law is very right on this. We have to pretty much decide that we're as good
as anybody else. I promise you that if you do that, you can achieve the same degree of
success that anybody can ever achieve. It may take work, it may take guts, and it may
take determination. It certainly will take perseverance.

You can do it. I know you can. You know you can. You're worthy of whatever you want
to gain. The people who have told you otherwise in the past (including yourself) were
wrong.

The past is past. The future is yet to come. Only the present matters.
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